
CHILDREN'S ABILITIES AND 
TALENTS DEVELOPMENT

Kindergarten Tareke from Estonia



Fantasize: lays out a pattern of hearts



Puzzles multilayer
We have a series of puzzles. The task of the child - to

collect not only the part of each of the puzzle, but also

to lay down layers of all the puzzles in the correct

sequence. This game develops visual perception and fine

motor skills of hands.



Volume geometric shapes
With the help of beautiful three-dimensional figures, our

children quickly learn to recognize new forms, they

develop intelligence, memory, thinking, reaction, outlook

and imagination.



Books
Books bring. For example, it is best to digest the

important vital information book heroes.

Our children love to listen to stories, and we love to read

☺ ☺ ☺



Djenesa blocks
Playing with blocks and sticks Kyuizenera interested in our

kids. They develop logical and creative thinking, memory,

are introduced to the basics of geometry. Construction is

developing fine motor skills and contributes to the

formation of the correct speech.



Sticks Kyuizenera, designer and other 

educational games 



Tales dramatization helps to develop 

mental and esthetic abilities



Dramatization of stories helps 
develop language skills



In our kindergarten traditionally every year in March each  

group involved in the dramatization of fairy tales. Children 

develop acting skills.





Development of design skills



Development of design skills



ROBOTICS: Crafts from LEGO our 

children



In kindergarten children develop artistic abilities



future artists



We watch and create

Rosehip in nature Rosehip in applications



The collective activity
The collective activity of develops interest in the arts,

culture fosters communication. Kids get hands-on experience

of moral relations.



Application
Develop creative and mental abilities. The child gets

acquainted with the concept of shape, size and color is

different, and the same parts. Application develops

perseverance, independence, accuracy and patience.



Salt dough
Salt dough is a popular and affordable material for

children's creativity. We prepare the dough of different

colors, tinting his food dyes. Sculpt of him much pleasure

and joy. And what's even better positive emotions?



Kinetic sand
Kinetic sand - an innovative material for creative work and

games, educational and cognitive process. Develops creative

thinking in children.



Equipment for experimentation
We use tests and experiments assistant devices - magnifying

glass, microscope, measuring tapes, etc. In the game to

them, children learn the laws of the world, learn the rules

of life in the team. Observe, investigate, draw

conclusions.



Fabrics and leaves under the microscope



In kindergarten, children observe and explore, conduct experiments





We explore nature



We explore nature





We are looking for insects



In kindergarten 
children develop 
labor skills



little gardeners



little gardeners





Friendship
Friendship is also a talent. It is more important than

talent. We believe that the most important thing - is to

make it clear to children as well be friends, respect each

other, to help others. We develop it in operations, in

games, in the everyday moments of regime.



In our kindergarten children have physical education lessons.

These classes develop the physical abilities of children. 

And parents also develop physical abilities of children:

● create a home gymnastic corners

● lead children to horse classes

● lead children to swimming lessons



Dads take an active part in the 

development of talents in children



sportsman



In our kindergarten children have physical education 

lessons.



Parents lead their children to the 

skating rink and gymnastics classes.



In kindergarten children have music lessons. On which develop musical abilities of children.

Parents also help children develop musical abilities. They lead them to a music school.

Children participate in music competitions.



SING A SONG



Music abilities

Parents of children with musical talent to notice that their 
children are always eager to go where the music sounds. 
They clearly feel the rhythm and sing the melody.



Kids in kindergarten with pleasure to play 
musical instruments: tambourine, flute, 
maracas ... Listen to music, sing a short 

song.



The development of musical abilities of 

children



SING A SONG



DANCE



Home with dad
learn to play the keyboard



football player



Parents take children along on a fishing trip, in the woods 

for mushrooms and berries, as a result, children develop 

attention and patience.



fishermen



Parents play with children at home in educational games





Game of dominoes



We fully support the development of talent in children

Alicia's hobby



Alicia's hobby



Alicia's hobby



Alicia at the song contest



Iris is engaged in gymnastics



Veronica has been dancing



Daria goes to the skating rink and engaged

swimming



ALIQ and Valerie are engaged in the art 

studio



Sophia learns to dance REP



Valya engaged dancing and swimming



Andres is engaged in gymnastics



Nikita and Vlad

go to the swimming section



Vanya is interested in robotics


